Effects of beta-alanine supplementation on exercise performance during a competitive wrestling season: An 8-week open label study
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Abstract

Background

The goal of wrestlers during a competitive season is to maintain or lose body weight without compromising athletic performance. However, some studies have reported decrements in exercise performance associated with weight loss and/or the strain of a competitive season. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to examine the effects of 8 week beta-alanine (β-ala) supplementation on exercise performance in Division II collegiate wrestlers during a competitive season.

Methods

25 college wrestlers (age 18 to 22 y) volunteered to participate in this study, and 18 subjects (mean BMI 24.7 ± 3.7) completed the study. Each participant ingested 4 g/d of β-ala in an open-label manner during the final eight weeks of their competitive season. The subjects followed a standard training protocol for collegiate wrestling as dictated by the head coach. They were also required to maintain uniform body mass during the entire eight weeks, as per weight bracket allowance during the competitive season. Before and after supplementation, subjects performed a 400 m sprint and 90 degree flexed-arm hang to exhaustion. Immediately prior to and following the pre treatment and post treatment 400 m sprint, subjects blood lactate was taken via finger stick and analyzed to determine lactate increase during the 400 m sprint.

Results

The subjects showed significant decrease (p<0.01) in 400 m sprint time (− 3.5 s ± 3.3 s, mean ± SD) and significant increase (p<0.01) in 90 degree flexed-arm
hang (+ 8.5 s ± 14.6 s, mean ± SD). No significant change (p>0.05) in blood lactate values were observed.

**Conclusion**

The results of our study suggest that supplementation of β-ala may improve exercise performance in wrestlers during a competitive season. Because of the design of this experiment, it is impossible to identify exactly how much of the positive effects experienced by the subjects was a direct result of the supplementation. However, due to the large increase in performance and the similarity of results in comparison to other β-ala studies, we feel our study strongly suggests efficacy of β-ala supplementation. The ergogenic effects of β-ala supplementation during a competitive wrestling season needs to be confirmed in placebo-controlled trials.
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**Background**

Ergogenic aids, or substances and methods that enhance exercise performance, are as ancient as sports themselves. Nutritional ergogenic aids are known from ca. 500-400 B.C., when athletes and warriors used products such as deer liver and lion heart to impart certain performance benefits [1]. In modern times, athletes have focused on “high-tech” dietary supplements, such as creatine monohydrate [2] and post-exercise recovery drinks [3]. The latest addition to our ergogenic arsenal appears to be β-alanine (β-ala) [6-9,20], a nonessential amino acid that is found in many foods we eat. Recent studies have demonstrated that oral β-ala supplementation increases muscle carnosine content by ~ 60-80% [10,11]. Carnosine, a dipeptide composed of the amino
acids beta-alanine and histidine, has anti-fatigue properties, which are likely related to its ability to buffer increased muscle acidity following high-intensity exercise [4]. High H⁺ concentration is thought to play a key role in muscular fatigue.

Sprinting distances of 400 m to 800 m closely mimics the metabolic demands experienced during a collegiate wrestling match, and could be considered anaerobic in nature. Likewise, the intensity of muscle contraction required to hang from a bar with elbows flexed at 90° is similar to that of holds performed by wrestlers during a match, and when performed to failure, is highly anaerobic (20 s to 2 min). In order to be successful, wrestlers must maintain or lose bodyweight throughout the competitive season without compromising athletic performance. However, extreme weight reduction methods commonly used by competitive wrestlers [5,28] and the physical demands of training throughout the competitive season [29] tend to impair exercise performance.

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of 8 week β-ala supplementation on 400 m sprint time, 90° flexed-arm hang time, and blood lactate accumulation (during 400 m sprint) of Division II collegiate wrestlers during a competitive season. Our study did not utilize a placebo controlled design due to the fact that the subjects were involved in their competitive season.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

25 NCAA Division II collegiate wrestlers (age 18 to 22 y) volunteered for this study, and 18 completed the study (Mean BMI 24.7 ± 3.7). 5 subjects did not complete the study due to attrition from the wrestling team, while 2 subjects
could not complete the testing due to injury. The school’s Institutional Review Board approved all procedures prior to the initiation of the study. Each subject was informed of potential risks of participating in the study and gave written consent before participation. No subjects reported using sport supplements or other performance enhancing substances.

Nutritional Protocols

During the study, subjects were asked to maintain their current diet and abstain from using any dietary supplements or medications. They were also required to maintain uniform body mass during the entire eight weeks, as per weight bracket allowance during the competitive season. Following pre-testing, subjects were issued a 4 week supply of a β-alanine supplement (IntraXCell, Athletic Edge Nutrition, Miami, FL), and a folder containing an 8 week dosing register, and an 8 week journal template with 2 entries per week. A daily serving (6 capsules) of this supplement provided 4 g of β-alanine, a 402 mg proprietary blend of N-acetyl-L-cysteine/α-lipoic acid, and 15 mg of vitamin E (d-alpha tocopherol acetate). Subjects were issued the second 4 week supply of the β-alanine supplement following the first 4 weeks of the supplementation period. Subjects were instructed to ingest 6 capsules of the β-alanine supplement per day, in three equal doses (i.e., 2 capsules 3 times daily), and record the exact day and time of dose in the dosing register.

Exercise Protocols

In both pre and post testing, subjects were encouraged to run as fast as possible in the 400 m sprint and hang as long as physically possible during the flexed-arm hang. All tests were administered by the same technicians in both pre and post testing, and identical protocols were followed in each, including time of day and day of the week. Prior to sprinting continuously 400 m, subjects’ resting blood lactate was taken via lactate test strip analyzer (Accusport
Portable Lactate Analyzer). Subjects were timed in the 400 m sprint using a hand held stopwatch. Immediately following the 400 m sprint, subjects’ blood lactate was again taken using identical procedure and equipment as before the sprint.

Approximately 7 hours after testing 400 m sprint and blood lactate, subjects were required to hang from a straight 1 ¼” diameter bar. Subjects were instructed to use an underhand grip and maintain 90° flexion at the elbow joint for as long as possible. The degree angle was ensured by the technician’s visual assessment. This was aided by using a 6” triangle square placed on the subject’s flexed elbow and drawing two perpendicular lines at 90° on the subjects arm with permanent marker. This method is consistent with the research conducted by Clemons et al. indicating the undergrip 90° flexed-arm hang as a valid test of weight-relative strength, and “eyeballing the 90° angle” as a reliable test-retest practice [21]. The subjects’ time started at the moment the body was suspended and ceased the instant 90° elbow flexion was compromised. Time was measured using a hand held stopwatch.

Statistical Analysis

Mean and standard deviation were calculated for change in lactate during the 400 m sprint (LA∆), 400 m sprint time, and 90° flexed arm hang time. The mean of each descriptive statistic was tested for significance from pre to post test using a dependent t-test. Significance was accepted at a level of p ≤ 0.05.

Results

Mean 400 m sprint time during the pretest was 68.24 seconds ± 3.523 seconds and the mean 400 m sprint time during the posttest was 64.82 seconds ± 3.370 seconds (Figure 1) This change was accepted as significant with p = .000.
Mean flexed-arm hang time time in the pretest was 58.48 seconds ± 3.184 seconds and mean flexed-arm hang time posttest was 67.00 seconds ± 3.888 seconds (Figure 2). This change was also accepted as significant with p = .000. Mean LAA during the pretest was +2.964 mmol/l ± 2.335 mmol/l and mean LAA during the posttest was +2.975 mmol/l ± 1.978 mmol/l (Figure 3). This change was determined to be non-significant, as p = .791. One subject reported frequent gastrointestinal discomfort during the supplementation period. However, it is unclear whether supplementation contributed to this condition.

**Discussion**

Collegiate and other competitive wrestlers often utilize calorie restriction and dehydration in order to manipulate body weight for the purpose of qualifying in their respective weight allowance bracket. Collegiate wrestling places great strain on the musculoskeletal system throughout a competitive season. Extreme weight reduction/maintenance practices [5,28] combined with the strain of a competitive wrestling season [29] tends to decrease athletic performance, often quite dramatically. Despite the fact that our subjects were examined during the competitive season, the results indicated clear improvements in wrestling-related performance tests, including 400 m sprint and 90° flexed arm hang time. 400 m sprint closely mimics the metabolic demands experienced during a collegiate wrestling match. Likewise, 90° flexed-arm hang is similar to that of holds performed by wrestlers during a match.

Our study did not utilize a placebo controlled design due to the fact that the subjects were involved in their competitive season. The coach of the team did not desire to have the potential for discrepancies in performance during the competitive season, yet the researchers sought the need to experiment on the subjects during the competitive season in order to assess whether β-alae...
supplementation could augment exercise performance under conditions that may inhibit performance. Because of the design of this experiment, it is impossible to identify exactly how much of the positive effects experienced by the subjects was a direct result of the supplementation. However, due to the large increase in performance and the similarity of results in comparison to other β-ala studies [6-9], we feel our study strongly suggests efficacy of β-ala supplementation.

It was our intent to focus on the practical application of this product during the most physically demanding time of the year, the competitive season. It is important to note that the subjects in this study had already completed their off-season and pre-competition training. Additional large improvements in exercise capacity during the competitive season are not typical in any sport, especially wrestling where calorie reduction and dehydration are common practice. Therefore, the fact that β-alanine supplementation resulted in large improvements in exercise performance has added significance.

It is likely that β-ala supplementation increased buffering capacity due to elevated muscle carnosine concentrations. However, muscle buffering capacity or muscle carnosine content was not measured in our experiment. Other recent studies have demonstrated that β-ala supplementation increases muscle carnosine content by ~ 60-80% [10,11]. The pK value of carnosine is 6.9 [19], suggesting it is an ideal buffer at physiological pH. Based on data from muscle biopsies, sprint running significantly decreases intramuscular pH from 7.0 at rest to < 6.5 post-exercise [12]. At this level of pH, the increased H⁺ concentration may inhibit several vital processes required for muscle contractions to continue at desired power output [13]. Most of the studies which have shown strong evidence of the effect pH on muscular fatigue have been conducted at relatively low temperatures (< 15 °C), while warmer temperatures that approach physiological temperatures (30 °C) show much less of an inhibitory effect of pH [14]. Thus, the role of pH in fatigue is
controversial. Carnosine, however, has other important roles, including antioxidant activity, a metal chelator, a Ca$^{2+}$ and enzyme regulator, an inhibitor of protein glycosylation and protein-protein cross-linking [4,24-27]. These actions may also affect exercise performance.

In this study, supplementing with β-alanine had no significant impact on blood lactate accumulation during 400 m sprint. During short-term, high-intensity exercise, lactate accumulates as a result of lactic acid production being greater than its removal [22]. Since lactic acid dissociates a H$^+$ at physiological pH, most exercise physiology textbooks tell us that lactate accumulation is associated with acidosis [e.g., 22]. However, Robergs et al. have argued that lactate production actually retards, not causes, acidosis [23]. They feel that exercise-induced acidosis is caused by an increased reliance on nonmitochondrial ATP turnover. Thus, it is unclear what is the true meaning of blood lactate measurement.

The β-ala supplement used in our study also provided a 402 mg proprietary blend of N-acetylcysteine/α-lipoic acid and 15 mg of vitamin E. N-acetylcysteine is an effective scavenger of free radicals as well as a major contributor to maintenance of the cellular glutathione status in muscle cells [30]. There is some evidence that N-acetyl-cysteine supplementation can delay muscular fatigue [15-18]. However, these studies used much larger doses of N-acetylcysteine than provided by the supplement used in our study. Lipoic acid is characterized by high reactivity towards free radicals and is capable of regeneration of vitamin C and E [31]. Also, it elevates tissue levels of glutathione [31]. Many experimental and clinical studies have suggested beneficial effect of lipoic acid in such diseases as diabetes, atherosclerosis and heart diseases [31], but there is no evidence that it affects exercise performance. While increased tissue levels of glutathione and supplemental vitamin E may offer some health benefits for athletes, it is likely that β-ala was the main driving force behind the ergogenic effects.
Although our study is limited by its open-label design, the strengths of this study are as follows: 1) a highly homogeneous study population; 2) the measurement stability, which resulted from the maintainance of uniform body mass during the entire eight weeks; 3) tests were performed on highly trained individuals, reducing the chance of the training effect skewing the results; 4) the subjects had already completed their off-season and pre-competition training prior to taking the tests, which pretty much nullifies the training effect variable; 5) the age range, activity level and gender of the subjects are very relevant to the typical individual who would be using this type of ergogenic supplement. Thus, the findings of this study may be useful for sports nutritionists, strength coaches and athletes who are looking for a legal and well-tolerated dietary supplement that can improve anaerobic exercise performance.

Conclusion

The results of our study suggest that supplementation of β-alanine may improve exercise performance in wrestlers during a competitive season. Specifically, the subjects showed significant decrease in 400 m sprint time and significant increase in 90° flexed-arm hang. However, the ergogenic effects of β-alanine supplementation during a competitive wrestling season needs to be confirmed in placebo-controlled trials.
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